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2077 has been a year full of surprises and unprecedented

events. As the new strain of coronavirus sweeps through every

corner of the world, it's fair to say that this year would also be no

different. So, we need to learn to embrace the new normal with

all the safety protocols.
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We would like to send our thoughts and prayers to everyone

who lost their loved ones and to those who have been affected

by this exasperating virus. Despite the ups and downs, we hope

that 2077 has been a successful year. Hope this new year will

be safe and sound. Last year was great, this one will be greater

and amazing things will manifest. Wish you all a healthy, happy,

and prosperous New Year 2078.

Some glimpse of year 2077
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Although there are still many unknowns, one thing that is for certain is that workplaces will

never be the same as before the pandemic. We are navigating the “new normal” by coming

up with the return to work plans. This includes everything from staying in compliance with

new guidelines to what we all can expect in the physical workspace. We understand the

impacts COVID-19 has caused and have a responsibility to look out for the livelihoods and

safety of our personnel. However, all of us are excited to get back to work, and we’re doing

so with our health and safety in mind.

After successfully operating work from home for nine months, we have resumed our work

from the workplace. Fortunately, even during this tough time when the global economy is

still reeling from the shock of the pandemic, we have been positively handling the situation.

This has been a very instructive experience for the team.

Return-to-Office set in Motion, but Virus
Uncertainty Remains

Furthermore, we would like to thank everyone who directly and indirectly supported us

during this adversity. We appreciate your support and patience.

COVID-19 isn't an isolated event but rather the largest outbreak to date that could change

how we work, propelling us toward an increasingly remote workforce. However, certain

projects can’t be handled remotely and need your physical presence in the field. Urban

sanitation and hygiene for health and development was one such project. The field locations

were four municipalities Chandannath, Birendranagar, Nepalgunj, and Khadak. Conducting

fieldwork in rural municipalities has always been challenging but I never thought that

fieldwork in the urban settlement could be more back-breaking.

Field Project Continuity in the face of COVID-19

As an experienced field manager, I was prepared to face almost all the adversities that I faced

during my previous project amidst the pandemic. Having said that respondents allowing the

enumerators to enter their houses during such a vulnerable period was another

supplementary problem that I was all set to face. The unanticipated flight delay for ten long

hours while traveling to Jumla messed up the project timeline. Along with that the language

gap also created some major hindrance in the smooth running of the survey. In addition to

that, some unfortunate events in the locality affected our working days. But despite all the

turbulence we managed to collect quality data fulfilling all the requirements following all the

safety protocols within the given time frame.

A new project, brand new problems and I am learning the art of creating avant-garde

solutions to such obstacles. Lastly, I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the team

members for their onerous and support throughout the project. We may be strong as

individuals but together we are invincible. 

By Subarna Sharma, Research Officer



The modernization of libraries has become an imperative need in the academic sectors. The

requirement of quick services and the growth of library users in academic sectors were the

reasons to explore whether the time has come to undergo through the electronic adoption of

the library. However, during the research, a prevalent dilemma was observed on subtle

variations of the terminologies such as e-Library, digital library, and the virtual library.

Oxford dictionary defines a library as - A building or room containing collections of books,

periodicals, and sometimes films and recorded music for use or borrowing by the public or

the members of an institution. However, the change in time and technological developments

have brought about new terminologies such as the digital library, e-library, virtual library

etcetera. While the virtual library represents both the digital and the electronic library which

virtually serves as the collection of e-books, text, audios, videos, or intellectual resources.

Similarly, a digital library means the library system adopting and sharing digitized resources

with digitization being done through scanning or other technologies. Electronic Library or e-

library however collects, stores, and issues the electronically born resources.

Library experts feel that copyright issues remain drawbacks for the complete adoption of a

digital or an e-library. The cost associated with the copyright hinders buying electronic books.

However, they feel that the copyleft books can be used. Similarly, the thesis, dissertation, or

solely generated resources can be used for electronic adoption. It was also observed that the

budgetary constraints in the library have also been the hurdles in the context of high

databases. Cost of the resources such as ProQuest alone costs Rupees 2.5 million annually. The

training and up-gradation of the employees is another issue which almost all the participants in

the research feel. However, many library experts felt that it may be challenging for convincing

management about the requirement of the digital library or e-library.
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Modernization of Library in Academic Institutions

According to library experts, the issue and return system part of the library management system

has been digitized. However, in most of the colleges in Nepal, the implementation of a fully

functional e-library with digital resources has just been in papers. This was mainly due to huge

initial costs and a lack of manpower for setup, operation, and maintenance. According to him,

one solution could be building a digital partnership between libraries in joint educational

programs. 

For example, all the management or engineering colleges can join hands to develop a single e-

library. This can serve all the students in that particular field. Such libraries can be accessed

anywhere and at any moment using a simple technological device such as a PC or a tablet or

even a smartphone. This could help to divide the cost of setup and share the financial burden

and required resources during operation and maintenance. 



According to the library experts, the librarians should be trained with the technologies adopted

by the library. There is the requirement of postings of the IT professionals in the library to

incorporate with the backups and preserving of the resources. 

Digital libraries unfortunately also have their own problems and challenges. The main

challenging areas identified were copyright, cost, interface design, transition phase

requirements, and training and development of human resources. From the study, it was found

that academic institutions should not make any further delays in implementing digital adoption.

However, it should be done such as to complement the physical library that is existing in the

institutions. For this, the experience of the other colleges and the experts should be taken.

Nevertheless, convincing the management about the requirement of the same should be the

priority. Certain resource constraints such as the budgetary constraints and the employees'

constraints, incentivizing plans for the employees and the training should also be carried

beforehand.
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